Complex modern-day artifacts are designed cooperatively by groups of experts, each with their own areas of expertise. The interaction of such experts inevitably involves conflict. This paper presents an implemented computational model, based on studies of human cooperative design, for supporting the resolution of such conflicts. This model is based centrally on the insights that general conflict resolution expertise exists separately from domain-level design expertise, and that this expertise can be instantiated in the context of particular conflicts into specific advice for resolving those conflicts. Conflict resolution expertise consists of a taxonomy of design conflict classes in addition to associated general advice suitable for resolving conflicts in these classes. The abstract nature of conflict resolution expertise makes it applicable to a wide variety of design domains. This paper describes this conflict resolution model and provides examples of its operation from an implemented cooperative design system for local area network design that uses machinebased design agents. How this model is being extended to support and learn from collaboration of human design agents is also discussed.
This work presents an implemented computational model, based on studies of human group problem solving, for supporting conflict resolution in cooperative design. In this model, "first-class" formalisms are used to represent conflict resolution expertise applicable to a wide variety of design domains. This expertise is instantiated in the context of a particular conflict, via interaction with domain-specific expertise, to produce suggestions for resolving that conflict. While the model was initially realized in a context of solely machine-based design agents, it is currently being extended to support and learn from the collaboration of both human and machine-based agents; just how this is being done is discussed later on in this paper.
Developing a comprehensive theory of conflict resolution is clearly an extremely ambitious task. Our current work focuses on an important subset of this problem:
• Competition vs Cooperation: In competitive conflict situations each party has solely their own benefit in mind and has no interest in achieving a globally optimal situation if such a solution provides them no added personal benefit. In cooperative situations, the parties are united by the superordinate goal of achieving a globally optimal solution, which often requires sacrificing personal benefit in the interest of increased global benefit. These different conflict situations are associated with widely differing conflict resolution strategies (e.g. bluffing vs. compromise). Our model is oriented towards cooperative conflict resolution, since that is most appropriate for cooperative design where the shared goal of producing the best possible product exists.
• Domain Level vs Control Level Conflicts: Domain-level conflicts concern conflicting recommendations about the actual form of the design, while control-level conflicts concern conflicting recommendations about the direction the design process should take in trying to create a design. While conflict resolution at the control level is clearly important, there does not seem to be a good theory of control even for individual agents. It thus appears premature to try to develop a theory for resolving control level conflicts among multiple agents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Existing work on conflict resolution is critically reviewed, and our own model, which we believe avoids important limitations in existing work, is presented. Examples of the operation of cooperative design system we implemented that detects and resolves conflicts are then presented. How our model is being extended to support and learn from human collaboration is discussed next. This paper concludes with a discussion of the important lessons we have learned so far and considers avenues for future research.
Contributions and Limitations of Existing Research
The work on conflict resolution comes from AI and related fields as well as the social sciences. For a comprehensive review, see [24] . A large body of work is devoted to analyzing human conflict resolution behavior [38, 7, 1, 15, 14] . This work highlights the importance of conflict in group interactions, but provides few prescriptions for how conflict resolution can be facilitated. In addition, much of this work focuses on issues specific to the psychology of human participants, rather than on the general nature of conflict resolution.
There is in addition some work on supporting human conflict resolution [21, 40, 37, 43, 5, 19, 30, 4, 13, 34, 41, 48] . This includes research on group consensus building and group decision support systems, or GDSSs. This work focuses, however, on competitive conflicts and/or limits itself to structuring interactions among group members, rather than applying conflict resolution expertise to help resolve the conflicts. The conflict resolution expertise is thus still expected to reside in the human participants.
To find work on computational models that actually encode and use conflict resolution expertise, we need to turn to AI and related fields such as single-agent planning/design as well as concurrent engineering. The relevant literature can be grouped into three categories according to the extent to which conflict resolution expertise is given "first-class" status, i.e., is represented and reasoned with explicitly using formalisms as robust as those used for other kinds of expertise:
• Development-Time Conflict Resolution: Systems of this type require that potential conflicts be "compiled" out of them by virtue of exhaustive discussions when they are developed [2, 36, 47, 50, 39] . The conflict resolution knowledge utilized by the domain experts is then implicit in the individual conflict resolution decisions made during development. This approach has a number of serious disadvantages. For example, it is very time-consuming to change or add to the existing design agents. In addition, this approach makes the unrealistic assumption that human design agents in a cooperative design system will never make assertions that conflict with those made by other agents.
• Knowledge-Poor Run-Time Conflict Resolution: Many of the disadvantages of developmenttime conflict resolution approaches can be avoided by allowing conflicts to be asserted by the design agents as the system runs, and then resolved by some kind of conflict resolution component. Some examples include approaches using backtracking [45, 46] , numericallyweighted constraint relaxation [16, 9] and pieces of specific conflict resolution advice [3, 33] . Such approaches harness little conflict resolution expertise, however, and use restrictive formalisms to represent it.
• General Conflict Resolution: Work in this class come closest to providing conflict resolution expertise with first-class status. It includes implemented systems such as HACKER [44] , and BARGAINER [17] , as well as proposals for systems [20, 51, 28] . None of this work, however, constitutes a comprehensive theory of conflict resolution. Little conflict resolution knowledge applicable to cooperative conflict situations is described, and/or the attempt is made to express this heuristic expertise inappropriately as deductive knowledge. In addition, either few commitments are made concerning how conflict resolution strategies should be represented or reasoned with, or the commitments made are idiosyncratic to a "toy" domain with limited extensibility. Finally, none of these approaches take into account issues particular to distributed contexts (e.g. the need for a shared inter-agent communication language).
In general, work on conflict resolution has evolved towards making this expertise more explicit and using it to support cooperative problem solving. Up until now, however, no implemented system that achieves these goals has been developed.
The Conflict Resolution Model
Our own work has involved designing and implementing a cooperative design system that provides first-class status for conflict resolution expertise. The theory underlying this work is based on insights derived from studies of human cooperative design in two different domains: Solar Home design [25] and Local Area Network (LAN) design [26] . In the sections below we consider first just what is meant by the notion of conflict resolution as a separate kind of problem solving expertise. An implemented computational model that makes effective use of this kind of expertise is then described. Finally, we consider how widely the CR expertise crucial to the operation of our model can be applied.
Conflict Resolution: A Distinct Kind of Problem Solving Expertise
The fundamental tenet underlying this work is that general conflict resolution expertise can and should be treated as a separate category of problem solving expertise for it to be used effectively.
We can understand what this means by analogy to the treatment of control knowledge in knowledge-based systems ( Figure 1 ). Early knowledge-based system shells such as OPS5 provide a structure for expressing facts and if-then rules, as well as some simple built-in syntactic criteria for deciding what rules run first out of the set of potentially applicable rules. Any useful domainspecific control expertise has to be compiled into the rules themselves. As a result, many rules are complicated by preconditions and actions used to express control expertise. In knowledge bases of this sort, relatively simple bodies of domain expertise and control expertise are combined, via a "cross-product"-like process, to produce a more complicated combined body of expertise where neither of the precursors are available in their original form. Since such knowledge bases no longer make explicit the domain/control distinction present in the original expertise, they are difficult for domain experts to express, understand and modify.
More recently, knowledge-based systems are making it possible to express domain and control expertise separately, so that each kind of expertise is available in its original, more succinct form. In addition to being more understandable, having control expertise represented explicitly makes it much easier to reason with, for example to decide which kind of control scheme is appropriate for a given situation, or to understand why a given control choice was made. Allowing us to represent and reason with control expertise in this way gives it a status equivalent to that previously accorded only to domain knowledge; in other words, it gives control expertise first-class status. Doing so has resulted in increases in the flexibility and generality of knowledge-based systems.
The same argument can be made for conflict resolution expertise. Almost all knowledge-based systems currently mix different bodies of domain expertise along with conflict resolution expertise into a single knowledge base, resulting in the same sorts of problems that result from mixing domain and control expertise ( Figure 2 ). Giving CR expertise distinct first-class status allows us to capture succinctly useful general conflict resolution principles, and also allows bodies of domain-level design expertise to be represented in "pure" form without having to anticipate potential conflicts with each other. This leads to an increase in the flexibility and generality of multiple-expertise knowledge-based systems.
The aim of this work can thus be viewed as an attempt to further the evolution of computer-based systems towards distinct handling of distinct forms of knowledge. Conventional programming languages distinguish only data and procedures. Traditional expert systems are (beginning to) treat control expertise distinctly. The work described herein attempts to take this one step beyond traditional expert systems by treating conflict resolution expertise as a separate category, thus giving it first-class status as well.
Given that it is useful to acquire and represent conflict resolution expertise separately, what is the nature of this expertise? Because conflict is common, people have accumulated through experience a large collection of strategies, both specific and general, for resolving conflicts in ways that are as satisfying as possible for all the parties involved. Consider the following examples: 1) Jan and Mark are cooking dinner. Jan wants to add hot spices to the meal, but Mark would prefer not to. They decide to cook the meal without the spices, and allow Jan to add them to her own portion after serving, even though he spices have less chance to cook into the meal.
2) Bob and Mike are designing a home. Mike would like large windows on the south-facing front facade of the house because of their aesthetic effect. Bob is concerned that the summertime insolation through these windows will lead to excessive cooling costs. They decide to add an overhang over the windows to provide shade from the high summer sun.
3) Jeff and Arthur are designing a Local Area Network (LAN) for some clients. Arthur suggests a simple design that involves a single LAN trunk interconnecting all the workstations and servers at the site. Jeff is concerned that a single failure at any point along the trunk will cause the entire site to cease functioning. They decide to add several repeaters to the trunk to prevent the propagation of failure from one LAN trunk segment to another.
The conflict resolution instances given above can be thought of as instances of the following conflict resolution strategies:
1) If two plans for achieving two different agents' goals conflict Then find an alternate way of achieving one goal that does not conflict with the other agent's plan for achieving its goal.
2) If excessive summer insolation through south-facing windows is a concern Then provide overhangs to block the sun.
3) If propagation of some unwanted entity over a shared resource conduit is a concern Then add a filter on the conduit to reduce or eliminate the propagation of that entity.
CR strategies thus can be viewed as consisting of (1) preconditions that match a given class of conflicts, and (2) advice for how to resolve conflicts in that class. A given strategy can be instantiated for a wide variety of conflicts. Strategy (3) above, for example, is specific only to the class of problems that involve entities passing through conduits of some kind. Our current cooperative design system successfully resolves Local Area Network (LAN) design conflicts using no LAN-domain specific expertise.
CR strategies can be organized using the notion of a conflict taxonomy. The different classes of conflicts form a taxonomy that includes very general classes of conflict near the top, and more specific classes near the bottom. A CR strategy can be viewed as consisting of a pointer from a conflict class to advice for resolving conflicts subsumed by that class, where the CR strategy preconditions give the class's defining characteristics. Several pieces of advice can be associated with any given class. The CR strategies described above, for example, can be organized into the following conflict taxonomy fragment ( CR expertise exhibits an applicability vs efficiency tradeoff. CR strategies high in the taxonomy apply to a wide range of conflicts, while those lower down have narrower coverage. Very general strategies can often be instantiated many different ways, only some of which are apt to result in satisfactory conflict resolutions. More specific strategies have narrower coverage, but may lead to a satisfactory solution sooner. For example, strategy (3) applies to a wide variety of conflicts including those represented by strategy (2). However, this strategy does not supply any constraint on the kind of filter best-suited to the situation described. As a result, this strategy might have to be instantiated with a number of different filters (e.g. window shades, shade trees, and so on for the excessive insolation conflict) until a satisfactory resolution is produced. Strategy (2), by contrast, applies to a much smaller range of conflicts but provides a specific suggestion concerning what kind of sun-filtering device to use, thus reducing the number of possibilities that need to be considered and increasing the efficiency of the strategy.
CR expertise is heuristic in nature since it deals with the interaction of internally consistent but mutually inconsistent domain theories in different design agents [20] . When we choose a strategy for a conflict, then, we are in effect making the hypothesis that the conflict can be addressed by the given piece of advice, and must be able to respond appropriately if the advice fails.
In addition to a set of CR strategies, CR expertise also includes control knowledge for determining which of a potentially large set of applicable CR strategies should be tried first for a particular conflict. Like CR strategies themselves, this kind of expertise has proven to be specific at most to classes of problem domains.
The Computational Model
In this section we describe our computational model for harnessing conflict resolution expertise. Since CR expertise is functionally distinct from domain-level design expertise, agents in a cooperative design system can be viewed as being made up of a design component that can update and critique designs, as well as a conflict resolution component that resolves design agent conflicts (i.e. when two design agents produce incompatible specifications on a design component, or one agent is dissatisfied with specifications produced by another agent) ( Figure 4 ). The conflict resolution component of all design agents are identical; this component is replicated among the design agents to avoid limiting design agent autonomy by maintaining a single distinguished conflict resolution agent. The CR component of the agent that first detects a given conflict is given the lead in the conflict resolution process. Though they are functionally distinct, combining the design and conflict resolution components into a single design agent is straightforward, as we shall see, due to the clean interface between these two entities.
The CR component finds resolutions for conflicts using the following framework ( Figure 5 ). An inconsistent design state manifests as a design conflict when detected by the conflict-detection mechanism (this can be done in a domain-independent manner by looking for unsatisfiable constraints on design features; see [26] ). The conflict is mapped to the goal of resolving the conflict, and from there to a set of alternative specific CR plans for achieving that goal. This works as follows: when a conflict occurs, the conflict classes that subsume this conflict are identified. The general pieces of advice associated with these classes are then used as templates that are instantiated in the context of the conflict into specific conflict resolution plans. The CR component identifies relevant CR advice and generates its instantiations by asking questions of the agents using the query language. The plans accumulated by the instantiation process are then sorted by the CR component, using domain-independent heuristics, to find the one most likely to succeed. The top plan is then executed; the actions in this plan describe suggested design changes to the design agents using the action language. Critical points about this process include:
• How are the conflict classes applicable to a given conflict found?
• How is the advice for these classes collected?
• How is advice instantiated into specific CR plans?
• How are the best plans chosen by the CR component?
• How are these plans executed?
• What happens if these plans fail?
These points will be considered in the following paragraphs.
Finding Conflict Classes: Classes in the conflict class taxonomy have abstract defining characteristics described in terms of the design commitments underlying a conflict as well as the reasons behind these commitments. For example, the preconditions for the "unwanted propagation" class include "The conflict involves a critique of a component", "The component critiqued is a kind of resource conduit" and "The critique concerns unwanted propagation of some entity along that conduit". The preconditions for the "poor plan choice" class include "The conflict is supported by a plan", "The plan is supported by a goal" and "There are untried alternate plans available for that goal." These preconditions are expressed using a set of primitive question types that together constitute the query language used by the CR component.
The design agents are responsible for producing specific responses to these abstract questions. For example, a design agent in a cooperative LAN design system should know that a LAN trunk is a kind of resource conduit. The CR component has, in general, an "abstract vocabulary" of abstract design entities (e.g. goal, plan, constraint, resource, conduit, storage-container) that the design agents should recognize. The current implementation does this using ISA hierarchies.
Finding the conflict classes for a conflict thus involves determining which conflict classes have their preconditions satisfied by the conflict at hand. It is usually difficult to determine the cause for a conflict without having a complete model of the expertise in all the design agents involved in the conflict. As a result, the defining characteristics of a conflict class often have to be operationalised as a weaker set of conditions. For example, the "poor plan choice" class should only be triggered when the conflict is due to picking the wrong plan from a set of alternatives.
To determine this one would of course have to try all plan alternatives first, which may be computationally prohibitive. The conflict class's preconditions instead are operationalised by simply checking for a goal with untried alternative plans.
Collecting the CR Advice: Every conflict class has one or more associated abstract pieces of advice for resolving conflicts in that class. The conflict resolution advice applicable to a conflict are found by simply collecting together all the pieces of advice associated with all the conflict classes that match a conflict into a set.
Instantiating the CR Advice: These pieces of advice, once collected, need to be instantiated into specific CR plans suitable for the current conflict. CR advice includes a number of "slots" that have to be filled with context-specific values in order to be executable. The CR component ask questions of the design agents, using the above-mentioned query language, to provide the values for these slots.
For example, imagine we have a conflict matched by the "poor plan choice" conflict class. The associated advice ("backtrack to another plan") can be instantiated by finding a goal supporting the conflict as well as the untried plans for the goal. The advice is instantiated into one CR plan for every untried plan for the goal. Advice is often instantiated into more than one plan.
Selecting Conflict Resolution Plans: Once a set of candidate CR plans for resolving a conflict is identified, the CR component needs to determine which ones should be tried first. The final decision concerning which resulting design is best is left, of course, to the design agents, since they are expert at evaluating design alternatives. The CR component can, however, use domainindependent heuristics to suggest first the CR plans more likely to succeed. Some examples of such heuristics include "choose the most specific plan available" (to use the knowledge most closely suited to this particular conflict) and "choose the plan that makes the smallest changes to the design" (to avoid undesirable side-effects).
CR Plan Execution: When conflict resolution plans are executed, suggestions are made to the design agents using statements from the action language. There are four kinds of statements:
• Use More Careful Model: A commitment based on a "shallow" model is re-considered using a more "careful" version of the model.
• Modify Value: A goal or design feature constraint is changed to some new value.
• Pick Plan for Goal: A previously untried plan is picked for a goal.
• Add Detail: Some new detail (i.e. a patch of some kind) is added to the design.
The action language described has proven adequate for describing all the conflict resolution strategies considered so far in our work.
When CR Plans Fail: Since conflict resolution expertise is heuristic in nature, a given conflict resolution plan CR plan may not work at all, or produce "secondary" conflicts as a result of trying to resolve the initial conflict. As a result, it may take several CR suggestions in a row to completely resolve a particular conflict.
Conflicts resulting from suggestions of the CR component are treated the same as conflicts due to design agents actions. In such situations the CR component finds itself involved in the rationale for the conflict, will ask questions of itself using the query language, and may even give conflict resolution suggestions to itself using the action language. The CR component thus uses a single uniform mechanism for dealing with all types of conflicts.
This conflict resolution process can be described using Clancey's heuristic classification model [6] ( Figure 6 ). This model views classification as heuristic matching between abstracted data describing a problem and one or more abstract solutions in a pre-enumerated solution taxonomy, followed by refinement of abstract solutions into specific ones. The data is the design decisions and rationale supporting a conflict. Abstraction is performed by the design agents when they answer abstract query language questions. The heuristic matching step is performed by searching the conflict class taxonomy in a solution-driven manner (i.e. by successive discrimination from general to specific classes). The conflict classes are then mapped in a second heuristic matching step (direct mapping in this case) to general pieces of advice, which are refined to specific suggested solutions (CR plans) for a conflict. Heuristics guide the refinement process, in effect, to produce first suggestions that are more likely to work.
Applicability of Conflict Resolution Expertise
General CR expertise is most useful if it is widely applicable, i.e. general and complete. In order to evaluate this we need to distinguish between the different abstract types of problem solving where conflict can occur: an (incomplete) classification is given in Figure 7 Problem solving types can be arranged into a directed acyclic graph. Types lower in the graph are specializations of their parent types. Every type has a different abstract vocabulary (set of terms for describing objects in its domain) as well as different characteristic classes of conflict and associated conflict resolution strategies. The current CR component implementation has conflict resolution expertise for the five types of problem solving shaded in the figure above:
• Cooperative Problem Solving (CPS): Problem solving where multiple agents are working together to solve a problem, and each agent uses a possibly shallow model to inform its choice of commitments. The abstract vocabulary includes "agent" and "model". An example CR strategy for this type is "IF an agent used a shallow model to produce a conflicting design statement, THEN ask the agent to try again using a less shallow model".
• Meta-Planning Formalism (MPF): Agents use a least-commitment meta-planning formalism to produce commitments 1 . The abstract vocabulary includes "constraint", "plan" and "goal". Example: "IF a conflict involves a relaxable constraint, THEN try relaxing that constraint".
• Routine Design (RD): Agents work by configuring and connecting known components. The abstract vocabulary includes "component", "component feature" and "component database". Example: "IF the conflict is caused by being unable to find an existing component in the components database for a given set of relaxable design constraints, THEN relax the constraints such that a matching component can be found."
• Resource Management (RM): The design agents are designing a system to manage resources. The abstract vocabulary includes "storage container", "conduit", "consumer" and "filter". Example: "IF the conflict is due to unwanted propagation of some entity along a conduit, THEN add a filter for that entity to the conduit".
• Conflict Resolution (CR): Problem solving where resolutions for conflicts are found. The abstract vocabulary includes "conflict". The CR component uses this expertise to handle secondary conflicts resulting from its own actions. Example: "IF a conflict is caused by a CR strategy, THEN try running a different CR strategy for the original conflict".
The conflict taxonomy is thus specific at most to classes of domains. Many real-world domains are covered by any given type. For example, both LAN and Oil Refinery design fit in the "Resource Management" type. In addition, many real world domains fall into several types. For example, House Design produces conflicts that can match classes of the "Resource Management" as well as "Load Bearing" types.
Completeness of the conflict class taxonomy can be analyzed on a type by type basis. Since the abstract vocabulary for the CPS and MPF types is so simple, completeness of the CR expertise for these types has been verified. Completeness of the other types has been more difficult to confirm and is yet to be established. Since the CR expertise for the most general problem solving types is complete, we are assured that every conflict the system encounters will have at least a general strategy available to deal with it. Providing specific (and thus probably more effective) CR expertise for other domain types (e.g. cooperative diagnosis or routine design of load bearing systems) will require more knowledge acquisition, however.
Conflict Resolution in Action
Our implemented system (called the Cooperative Design Engine, or CDE) currently creates designs for LANs (Local Area Networks). It consists of a set of machine-based design agents all including both design and CR components. Agents can take different roles in the design process, including refining a design and critiquing an existing design from a particular design perspective. Design agents cooperate by refining and critiquing abstract component descriptions stored on a central blackboard. A domain-independent constraint propagation mechanism detects conflicts by looking for unsatisfiable constraints on a given component feature. Design agents are implemented as rulebased expert systems. In the current incarnation of the system there are six agents, knowledgeable about Available LAN Technology, Security, Reliability, Vendor Needs, Expandability and Economics respectively. The Available LAN Technology agent knows about existing LAN technologies and how to combine them into working systems given detailed specifications. The remainder of the agents offer constraints on the specifications and critique the emerging design from their particular perspectives. The CR component includes a conflict class taxonomy with a total of 115 conflict classes, with 13, 14, 58 and 30 classes of the CPS, MPF, RD and RM types, respectively. The examples described below, as well as others, have been successfully run in this implementation. An example typically takes about 30 seconds to run.
Let us consider a pair of examples of conflict resolution performed by our system while designing a LAN. In this scenario, the system has refined the LAN design description into, among other things, a trunk for carrying data traffic. The next step is for the Hardware agent to try to determine a physical topology for the trunk. It does so by asking other agents for the preferred trunk media and protocol, and then searching its components database for a physical topology that supports these preferences. For this case, the Vendor agent prefers the token-ring protocol and thin baseband coax media. The Hardware agent, however, finds no existing LAN technology that satisfies these constraints, and accordingly returns an unsatisfiable constraint on the topology, which is recognized as a conflict by the conflict detection machinery in the Hardware agent. The conflict in this case is between a Vendor agent that wants a particular set of design features, and a Hardware agent that wants to create viable designs but cannot.
The Hardware agent's CR component now tries to find one or more CR plans that can potentially resolve this conflict. It begins by looking for classes in the conflict taxonomy which subsume it. One of the classes in the taxonomy has defining conditions we can paraphrase as follows:
"A design agent is unable to find a component in a components database that satisfies some set of constraints because the constraints were too rigid."
As noted above, a conflict class's preconditions are actually expressed as a set of query language questions. The CR component asks these questions of the design agents to check if the CR class preconditions are satisfied, and the agents respond, typically providing context-specific information. A trace of the resultant dialogue is given below; items in italic font represent abstract vocabulary items used by the CR component, and items in bold represent context-specific values returned by the design agents:
CR Component Design Components
What facts support conflict1 As a result of this dialogue, the CR component finds that conflict class indeed subsumes the conflict, and also learns the identities of the constraints, component and database search plan involved in the conflict. After exhaustive consideration of the entire conflict class taxonomy, several subsuming conflict classes may be identified in this way.
The next step is to collect the general advice associated with these classes. While several such pieces of advice would in general be returned, let us consider only the piece of advice associated with the class described above:
"Change the input constraints to the database search plan so that a component can be retrieved from the components database, and re-run the plan."
This piece of general advice needs to be instantiated into one or more specific suggestions, by filling in context-specific slots, before it can be executed. This process takes place via another query-language dialogue, as follows:
Change Assertion2 to ethernet OR Change Assertion2 to STARLAN Assertion3 to phone-line What changes to the input constraints will allow Plan1 to return a viable value for LAN-trunk-1's physical topology?
Using this information, the CR component can instantiate its general advice into the following CR plans, expressed using the action language described above:
CR Plan1: Modify Assertion2 to ethernet AND rerun Plan1.
CR Plan2: Modify Assertion2 to STARLAN AND modify Assertion3 to phone-line AND rerun Plan1.
The CR component then has to decide which CR plan to actually execute. Based on the heuristic "prefer simpler CR plans", CR Plan1 is chosen. Let us imagine that Assertion2 can be changed as requested. After rerunning Plan1 with the changed input constraints, the "Bus" topology is successfully selected for LAN-trunk-1. LAN-trunk-1 is then refined by the Hardware agent into a bus with two terminators (one at each end). This particular refinement represents the simplest way a bus topology can be refined (i.e. there are no filters on the trunk); simple designs are preferred by default by the Hardware agent.
This topology, however, is critiqued by the Reliability agent. This agent prefers to keep the reliability of the LAN trunk high, but when a failure occurs anywhere on a filter-less bus-type trunk, this failure propagates throughout the whole trunk. This low reliability assessment conflicts with the goal of maintaining high reliability, and is detected as a conflict by the Reliability agent.
The Reliability agent's CR component is activated. In this case, the CR component finds the following conflict class subsumes the conflict:
"There is a resource conduit that suffers from the propagation of some unwanted entity"
The associated advice is:
"Add a filter for that unwanted entity to the resource conduit"
The dialogue with the design agents for this case proceeds as follows:
CR Components Design Components
What facts support Conflict2?
LAN-trunk-1 isa resource conduit? Yes.
What facts support Assertion4? Assertion5: the failure-propagation of LAN-trunk-1 is High
Failure-propagation isa unwanted feature propagation?
Yes
Is there a filter suitable for stopping failurepropagation on LAN-trunk-1?
Yes -ethernet-repeater Goal1: The Reliability of LAN-trunk-1 is High
Assertion4: The Reliability of LAN-trunk-1 is Low
The first four exchanges verify that the conflict class subsumes the conflict, and the last one provides the domain-specific information needed to instantiate the advice associated with that class, producing the following CR plan:
CR Plan3: Add an ethernet-repeater to LAN-trunk-1.
This CR plan, when executed, generates a goal to add an ethernet repeater to the LAN trunk. The trunk is now refined into a pair of trunk segments with an ethernet repeater between them. The Reliability agent is satisfied, and this phase of the design thus terminates successfully.
As we can see, our model of conflict resolution works via a synergistic interaction between general conflict resolution expertise and domain-specific design expertise. General advice is identified and then instantiated through this interaction into plans suitable for a specific conflict in a given domain. This division of labour allows a relatively compact corpus of CR expertise to be applied to a wide variety of design conflicts in a wide variety of design domains.
Supporting Human Collaboration
The long-term goal of this research is to build computer systems that support the collaboration of both human and machine-based designers, supporting individuals (i.e. as "personal assistants") as well as the group as a whole (i.e. as a "facilitator" or "manager"). Early collaboration support approaches have been limited by the fact that the computer system is unable to "understand" the statements made by the human participants, thereby limiting the role of the computer to that of a communication channel. To provide more effective assistance, collaboration support systems must understand (and potentially learn from) the actions and interactions of the participants while allowing them to function in a natural, task-appropriate way. This requires task-level models [18] of the different tasks involved in cooperative design. Researchers have already begun work on producing such models and associated support tools for aspects of the cooperative design process such as task and proposal-sharing (e.g. [31] , [29] , [42] ).
Our own work has produced a computational model for the conflict resolution component of collaborative activity, integrated with a model of single agent design (See [26] for a description of the latter). Our research strategy has been to study human conflict resolution, develop and test the resulting CR model in the simpler context of solely machine-based design agents and then expand this model into a collaboration support system that includes human designers as well. We are currently actively involved in the third stage of this strategy, and outline our approach below.
Human designers use the primitives underlying our design model to describe their goals, critiques and commitments. These primitives define the commonly-understood task-level interface between human designer and collaboration support system. The primitives include:
• create a goal (to refine a component, constrain a design feature, achieve a design feature value, or add a component to an existing component) • constrain a design feature (using a constraint-based language)
• instantiate a component • refine (specialize or decompose) a component • connect component interfaces • commit resources to a component (e.g. space, money)
The interaction of the human designers is mediated by personal "assistants" with the following interface to their human users (Figure 8 Each human designer has his own assistant; the different designer's assistants are networked together. The assistant helps the designer inspect the current design status, including the actions the design agents have taken, the history of the design states explored, as well as the contents of a given design state.
The designer can update the current design status using direct-manipulation techniques. In the example above, one agent ("Jeff Moll") has asked for constraints on the "protocol" feature of the component LAN-1; agent "Arthur Baskin", working from another assistant, has already asserted the constraint "(in-class token-ring)". Agent "Mark Klein" now asserts his own constraint by selecting the "Constrain Value" operation from a menu activated by clicking on the design feature of interest in the component display. The interaction pane prompts this agent for the new constraint "(in-class ethernet)", which is incompatible with that asserted earlier by agent "Arthur Baskin".
The assistants update the shared design model based on such designer inputs, propagates their consequences and detects conflicts using a domain-independent constraint management mechanism. When a conflict occurs, the conflict resolution component attempts to identify the subsuming conflict classes and instantiate associated general advice into specific suggestions to the conflicting agents, using a query/action language dialogue with the agents involved in the conflict. Human and computer-based design agents are thus treated uniformly.
In this case, the "Mark Klein" assistant propagates the two constraints on LAN-1's protocol and detects the conflict, in this case as an unsatisfiable constraint set on LAN-1's protocol. In general, however, constraints applied to one portion of a design can propagate widely and cause conflict on related design features involving some other portion of the design [26] .
Activity Trace Design State Graph Interaction with Agent Mark Klein
Is the constraint (LAN-1 protocol is (in-class ethernet) ) relaxable? yes The conflict resolution component of Mark Klein's assistant now becomes active. It engages in a dialogue with the design agents involved in the conflict (Figure 9 ), classifying the conflict, selecting and instantiating appropriate conflict resolution advice and executing it; in this case, the CR component eventually suggests that agent "Mark Klein" relax his design constraint. The conflict resolution component acts as the go-between in all "discussions" beween design agents -there is thus in effect no direct dialogue between multiple agents.
A collaboration support system ideally should improve with use; technological progress quickly turns a static system into an obsolete one. As has been noted in a number of contexts (e.g. [32] , [10] , [35] , [26] ), learning about group activity appears to be most effectively pursued by participating in the process and learning from examples as they occur (i.e. by integrating the knowledge acquisition and performance components). This can include:
• learning from how human experts resolve conflicts among themselves (e.g. if they are dissatisfied with the resolutions supplied by the collaboration support system) • learning the rationale for design decisions made by the human experts (to reduce the number of conflict resolution-related queries that the human expert must respond to) • learning design expertise (to off-load routine design tasks from the human expert)
We are currently exploring the first of these kinds of knowledge acquisition. Our approach, like that used in such systems as MOLE [12] , MORE [22] and KNACK [27] uses a model of the problem solving task to provide domain-independent guidance to the knowledge acquisition process. Deficiencies in the knowledge base are detected, using both static and dynamic analysis 2 , diagnosed and then "repaired" if necessary via appropriate knowledge acquisition actions. The challenge of this approach is to identify the knowledge acquisition strategies appropriate for the task at hand.
Conflict resolution is essentially a heuristic classification problem like that addressed by MORE and MOLE, so many useful knowledge acquisition strategies have already been identified. CR expertise does have some unique features, however, that make its acquisition more than a simple instantiation of existing approaches:
• The problem-solving task is fundamentally distributed.
• Since CR expertise is heuristic, examples of conflict resolution must be generalized in the absence of a consistent and complete theory of why the resolutions work; explanation-based learning [11] is thus inappropriate.
• The acquired CR expertise needs to be structured by problem-solving type.
• There is no apparent role for numerical weights in selecting CR advice; instead, domainindependent heuristics must be acquired.
We have identified strategies suitable for automated acquisition of CR knowledge from a group problem-solving context, and are currently engaged in testing their efficacy.
Conclusions
This paper presents an approach to supporting conflict resolution in cooperative design that avoids many of the limitations of previous work in this area. Previous work has not, for the most part, supported run-time conflict resolution. Many run-time approaches (such as backtracking systems, VT, AIR-CYL and so on) use only second class formalisms for representing and reasoning with CR expertise, resulting in serious deficits in their conflict resolution abilities. Other approaches (such as HACKER and BARGAINER) have given conflict resolution expertise first-class status, but have attempted to encode deductive strategies, i.e. strategies guaranteed to work based on complete understanding of the problem. This approach encounters significant difficulty because most CR expertise is by nature heuristic. Some existing proposals (e.g. by Hewitt and Wilensky) do not suffer from these limitations, but make very few commitments concerning how they could actually be realized. CDE is the only system that embodies a detailed computational model of knowledge-intensive run-time conflict resolution as well as a sizable collection of conflict resolution expertise. Further, CDE is one of the few systems explicitly aimed at the kind of distributed problem solving context involved in cooperative design.
The conflict resolution model incorporated in CDE subsumes, in fact, previous work on conflict resolution in cooperative design. The techniques used in systems like AIR-CYL, HACKER and VT are embodied as one or more CR strategies in CDE's conflict resolution taxonomy. The main contribution of this work is thus not new CR strategies but rather a knowledge-based framework for selecting and executing such strategies in a cooperative design context.
Our work has led to a number of insights into conflict resolution in cooperative design:
• General CR Expertise Exists: General conflict resolution represents an important category of knowledge in cooperative design, distinct from domain expertise. We were able to collect a body of such expertise from a number of different domains.
• CR Expertise Can Be Harnessed: A computational model that can harness this expertise can be developed. Such a model is incorporated in the CDE cooperative design system.
• CR Expertise is Heuristic: CR expertise appears to be largely heuristic and thus fallible. The ability to deal with failed CR suggestions is thus critical.
• CR Expertise Can Be Acquired: CR expertise can be acquired readily from human experts. The experience of collecting this expertise has led to a number of insights into how this process can be structured more effectively and possibly even automated.
• CR Expertise Completeness Can Be Approached: Techniques for helping to evaluate and improve the completeness of a given body of conflict resolution expertise have been uncovered by our work and have been applied successfully.
• Design Agent Models Face New Challenges: This work's focus on conflict resolution in cooperative design has revealed new challenges for design agent models, including providing design agents with greater self-awareness (i.e. the ability to represent richer design rationale), and greater self-modifiability (i.e. the ability to change the design produced in response to suggestions), so they can better respond to the queries and suggestions of the conflict resolution component. It appears that meeting such challenges should also be useful even for single agent contexts; for example, maintaining a rich design rationale makes design reuse easier.
Conflict resolution represents a largely unexplored but important next step in providing truly effective support for cooperative design. Our current research is focused on expanding our model to support the collaboration of human and machine-based design agents, as well as to learn CR expertise from this process. An interface to human designers has been implemented and is currently being evaluated. Preliminary results suggest that the interface can effectively support conflict resolution among human and machine-based participants. We are also constantly engaged in evaluating and enhancing the current body of conflict resolution expertise. Other directions we plan to pursue include extending our approach to other design domains (including planning, the design
